A word about Academic Honesty

- What does cheating mean?
- It means ...
  - Having someone else (friends/siblings/tutors/mentors/etc...) do your code/assignment
  - Using code you find on the Internet (e.g., AI tools like ChatGPT) as your own
  - Sharing your code with your classmates
  - Any of the above will not allow you and your classmates to learn 😞
- Bottom line: In this course, you are only allowed to use your own code or code supplied by the instructor
A word about Academic Honesty

- **What is NOT cheating?**
  - Creating your own code/assignment solutions
  - Explaining how to use systems or tools to your classmates
  - Helping your classmates with high-level design decisions (as opposed to detailed design/implementation decisions)

- See the *Course Outline* for details
  - The link to our Course Outline is in the menu on the left of our course web site

*Ignorance is not an excuse!*
Academic Dishonesty - Consequences

- Penalty for cheating:
  - Get 0 for assignment/examination
  - Permanent letter in your record

- Bottom line: Don’t do it!
  - Start your assignment early
  - Ask TAs and instructor for help when you get stuck

Academic Integrity: Your work, your success!